Virtual Set Top Box
Solution creates
Framework to Evolve the
Totalplay TV service

Netgem and Totalplay use Virtual Set Top Box
solution to drive the next series of
enhancements to the Totalplay TV service.
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Netgem have been the TV solution
provider for the successful
Totalplay TV service for the
past 6 years
Virtual set top box model is a game
changing moment allowing more
rapid software innovation, reduced
TCO for the hardware and a wider
device range
Netgem software can now
be deployed onto ZTE STB
hardware

www.netgem.com
connected by entertainment

Background
Totalplay is an ISP in Mexico focused on high end service delivery based on fibre to the
home (FTTH). Totalplay has invested significantly in its fibre network and has coverage
across 20 cities in Mexico and is consistently rated as one of the top ISPs in Mexico.
Totalplay has a TV customer base of over 600,000 and addressable base of approximately
20 million. As with many ISPs delivering a compelling TV service needs to be a
central part of the offer to customers. Totalplay and Netgem are always looking to
evolve and innovate the TV service, and TotalPlay wanted to extend its device range
whilst keeping the robust and innovative Netgem software.

Solution

Over time, Netgem has increasingly focused on the software and solution parts of
a TV service. Netgem has now created a solution which separates out the hardware
from the software and creates a virtual set top box environment with access to all key
features from the devices and platform - through an Embedded SDK, supporting
HTML5, a Secured video player, and certified with Netflix, Youtube, and Amazon.
Netgem software can be combined with approved 3rd party hardware/3rd party set top
boxes. For Totalplay, Netgem software will be deployed on ZTE set top boxes, to allow TotalPlay to benefit from lower TCO, Financing capabilities, and potentially extend
its device range.

Outcome
For Totalplay, Netgem can now exclusively focus on evolving the software and services
to ensure the TotalPlay TV service remains market leading. These enhancements
apply to the new ZTE set top boxes as well as updating legacy set top boxes already
in the Totalplay base. ZTE can bring a bigger hardware range and drive competitive
pricing given the scale of the ZTE hardware operations. This virtual set top box model
is a partnership which will ensure Totalplay stays market leading, with market leading
features and services from Netgem Diamond Embedded SDK Roadmap.
About Netgem
Netgem is the publisher of Diamond, a cloud-based software suite for entertainment and connected home
services, and a provider of end-to-end solutions for the telecommunications market. Content publishers,
device manufacturers and service providers leverage Diamond open ecosystem to deliver innovative digital
entertainment services to consumers. Netgem is long term driven by an operational excellence drive for its
Customers, and a Consumer focus for innovation, simplicity and affordability.
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We welcome ZTE
as a long-term
partner in TotalPlay
fast growing
venture and we are
very happy to
continue working
with Netgem,
whose innovative
software expertise
over the years is
proven
Alejandro Rodriguez,
CFO of TotalPlay
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